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SEMISTABILITY AT oo, oo-ENDED GROUPS AND
GROUP COHOMOLOGY

MICHAEL L. MIHALIK

ABSTRACT. A finitely presented group G, is semistable at co if for some

(equivalently any) finite complex X, with iti(X) = G, any two proper maps

r, s: [0, oo) —* X (= the universal cover of X) that determine the same end of

X are properly homotopic in X.

If G is semistable at oo, then H2(G; ZG) is free abelian. 0- and 2-ended

groups are all semistable at oo.

THEOREM, If G = A *c B where C is finite and A and B are finitely

presented, semistable at oo groups, then G is semistable at oo.

THEOREM. If a: C —> D is an isomorphism between finite subgroups of the

finitely presented semistable at oo group H, then the resulting HNN extension is

semistable at oo.

Combining these results with the accessibility theorem of M. Dunwoody

gives

THEOREM. If all finitely presented 1-ended groups are semistable at oo, then

all finitely presented groups are semistable at oo.

1. Introduction. If if is a locally finite connected CW complex, then proper

maps r,s: [0,oo) —♦ K converge to the same end of K if for any compact set C C K

there exists an integer N(C) > 0 such that r([N, oo)) and s([N, oo)) lie in the same

component of K — C. If E(K) is the set of all proper maps [0, oo) —+ K, then

£(K), the set of ends of K, is E modulo the equivalence relation: r ~ s if r and s

converge to the same end of K. The number of ends of K is the cardinality of £.

Let G be a finitely presented group, and X a finite complex with Ki(X) — G.

Each of the following definitions is independent of the finite complex X, so long as

7Ti (X) = G. The number of ends of G is the number of ends of X, the universal

cover of X. G is semistable at oo if for any two proper maps r, s : [0, oo) —» X,

that converge to the same end of X, r and s are properly homotopic. A finitely

presented group G has 0,1,2 or oo ends [F]. 0- and 2-ended groups are semistable at

oo. [Mi]-[Mä] provide a collection of 1-ended groups that are semistable at oo. The

semistability at oo of oo-ended groups has been set aside until now. M. Dunwoody's

accessibility theorem [D] provides an algebraic result which we combine with our

geometric results to obtain

THEOREM. If all finitely presented 1-ended groups are semistable at oo, then all

finitely presented groups are semistable at oo.

THEOREM. If all finitely presented 1-ended groups K have free abelian

H2(K; ZK), then all finitely presented groups G have free abelian H2(G; ZG).
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In [GM] we showed that if 67 is semistable at oo, then H2 (G; ZG) is free abelian.

It is unknown if all finitely presented groups are semistable at oo, or if all finitely

presented groups G are such that H2(G; ZG) is free abelian. In [S], J. Stallings

showed that a finitely presented group G has more than one end if and only if 67 is

an amalgamated free product A *c B and C is finite of index > 2 in both A and B,

or G is an HNN extension, (A, t : t~1Cit = C2), where the C¿ are isomorphic finite

subgroups of A. If G = A*c B where C is finite, or G — (A,t: i_1Cii = C2), where

the Ci are finite, we say G factors over a finite group. Call A and B the factors

of G when G - A *c B and A the factor of G when G = (A,t: t~lCit = C2).
Assume G has more than one end. By Stallings' theorem, G factors over a finite

group. If a factor of G has more than one end, then it too factors over a finite

group. The group G is called accessible if the process of successively decomposing

factors with more than one end terminates after a fintie number of steps. In [D],

Dunwoody proves that all finitely presented groups are accessible.

2. Preliminaries. Let G = A *c B be an amalgamated free product. In [S],

Stallings discusses the pregroup structure of G. In particular we find the following

definition: gig2 ■ ■ ■ gn is a reduced word in G if

(i) Each gi is an element of A — C or B — C, and

(ii) gi E A — C if and only if <7¿+1 E B — C for any i E {1,2,..., n — 1}.

By Theorem 32.A.4.5 and Example 3.A.5.3 of [S] we have

PROPOSITION 1. Every element ofG — C is represented by a reduced word in G.

Ifuiu2-- Uk and viv2 ■ ■ ■ vm are reduced words in G representing the same element

of G, then k = m and for each i, v~   ■ ■ ■ v7 ui • • • u% is an element of C.    D

Proposition 1 provides much of the geometry in what is to come.

If (gi,..., gn : ri,...,rm) is a presentation for the group G, let X be the standard

finite 2-complex obtained from this presentation. Each edge of X, the universal

cover of X, corresponds to one of the letters gf,...,g^. A proper map r: [0, oo) —>

X is called an edge path to oo at * if r(0) = * and r restricted to [n,n + 1], for

each n E {0,1,... }, is an edge of X. r can be represented as (ai,a2, ■ • • ) at *,

where each a¿ E {gx ,..., g^1}- Note that the initial point * of r must be specified

to distinguish r from its translates under covering transformations of X. To see

that G is semistable at oo, it suffices to show: Any two edge paths to oo in X that

converge to the same end are properly homotopic.

3. The main theorems.

THEOREM l. If G = A *c B, where C is finite, and A and B are finitely

presented, semistable at oo groups, then G is semistable at oo.

PROOF. The following excessive presentation is a geometric convenience. Let

Pi = (oi,...,o„,i»i,...,&m,Ci,...,Cfc: ri,...,ri,t1,...,tq,8i,...,8p) bè a presen-

tation for G where ci,... ,Ck generates C, P2 = (ai,... ,a„,ci,... ,Cfc: ri,...,rj) is

a presentation for A, and P3 = (61,..., bm, Ci,... , c* : ii,..., tq) is a presentation

for B. Furthermore, assume no a¿ or b3 is in C. Let X be the standard finite

2-complex obtained from Pi such that iri(X) — Pi. Yet X be the universal cover of

X. Let Y and Z be the finite complexes obtained from P2 and P3 respectively. X
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contains a disjoint collection of copies of Y (respectively Z), one for each element

ofG/A (respectively G/B).

LEMMA 1. Assume u = (ui,... ,uj) is an edge path in X. Let x and y be the

initial and end point of u respectively. If A is a copy of Y (or Z) in X, and u

intersected with A is {x, y}, then there is an edge path d in the letters cx 1,..., ck 1

from x to y.

PROOF. Since A is a copy of Y, and uC\A = {x,y}, we must have «i and u¡ in

{bf1,..., bm1}- Yet ßi be the maximal subpath of u, with initial edge wi, and each

subsequent edge in {bf1,... , ft*1^*1 ,... , c*1}. If u does not equal ßi, then the

edge of u following the last edge of ßi (call it e) must be in {af1,..., a*1}. Yet ai

be the maximal subpath of u, with initial edge e, such that each edge of t*i is in

{af1,... , a* ,cf1,... ,cj*}. Continuing, we have rewritten u as (ßi,cti,... ,ßt-i,

at-i,ßt)- (Since the last edge of u is in {bf,... ,bm}, we must end with a /?.) If

v is an initial or end point of a¿ for any i E {1, ■ ■. ,t — 1}, call v a piercing point

of u. Since x and y are in A, there is an edge path from z to y in the letters

{af,. .. ,a*,cf,... ,c*}. If í ^ 1, then ßi and ßt are not in C since uflA = {x,y}.

Also (if i ^ 1) ßiaiß2a2 ■ ■ ■ ßt is not reduced. Hence some a¿ E {ai,... ,Qt-i} or

ßi S {ß2, ■ ■ ■, ßt-i} must be in C. If we replace this subpath of u by an edge path

r in the letters {cf1,..., cf}, we obtain a new edge path from x to y, call it u'.

Note that rflA is the empty set. u' can be written in terms of maximal subpaths,

using two fewer subpaths than the number needed for u. The piercing points of u'

are a subset of the piercing points of u. (This is used in Remark 1, below). Continu-

ing, we will have an edge path fromx toy in the letters {bf1,..., ft*1^*1,... , c*1}.

But x and y are in A, a copy of Y. Hence there is an edge path from x to y in the

letters {ci,... ,Cfc}.    D

REMARK 1. The above process of replacing a subpath of first u, then u', etc.

by edge paths in the letters {cf1,...,cf1} is always done so that the replacement

edge paths connect two piercing points of u. If the order of the group C is a,

our subpath replacement process can be interpreted homologically for loops in X

as follows: if u is a loop in X then u is homologous, in the a-fold star of the

image of u, to di + d2 + ■ ■ ■ + dz where each d% is a loop entirely in the edges

{af1,.. .,a^,cf\ ... ,c^} or the edges {bf1,.. .,b%,cf1,.. ^cf1}.

LEMMA 2. Assume u,d,x,y and A are as in Lemma 1. If A, Ai,..., Ap are

the copies of Y and Z in X that meet u, then u is homotopic to d rel.{0,1} by a

homotopy H, with image in IJf=i A-t- (Note that we do not include A in this unionl)

PROOF. Again assume A is a copy of Y. Recall, u was written as (/?i,cti,...,

ßt-i,at-i,ßt). One of the paths 6 of {ai,... ,at-i} U {ß2,... ,ßt-i), when con-

sidered as an element of G, fell in G. Hence we have an edge path, r, in the letters

{cf1,..., cf1} with the same initial point and end point as 6.

Each of ai,... ,at-i,ß2,... ,ßt-i fall in some A¿, i € {1,... ,p}. Hence S is in

some Ai, and the loop ¿>r_1 must be in this A,. Thus <5 is homotopic rel.{0,1} to r

in this Aj. Continuing, we have u is homotopic rel.{0,1} to ß, an edge path in the

letters {bf1,..., ft-*1, cf,..., cf1}, where the initial and terminal edges of ß are i¿:

and Uf respectively. (Recall u = (ui,...,Uf), and «i and u¡ are in {ft*,..., ft*1}.)
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Hence ß is homotopic rel.{0,1} to d in the copy of Z containing ui and u¡. This

copy of Z is one of the A¿, i E {1,... ,p}.    O

Assume u, d, x, y, A, Ai,..., Ap, and H are as in Lemma 2. Assume u' is an edge

path in X with initial point x' and end point y'. Assume u' D A — {x1, y'}, and that

A, Ai,..., A'q are the copies of Y and Z that meet u'. By Lemma 2, u' is homotopic

rel.{0,1} to d', an edge path from x' to y' in the letters cf1,..., c*1, by a homotopy

H', with the image in U?=i ^i-

LEMMA 3. If there is no edge path from x to x' in the letters cf1,..., c*1, then

no Ai meets any A'. In particular, there are finite complexes F and F' containing

the images of H and H' respectively, such that F n F' is the empty set.

PROOF. If A¿ nA' is nonempty, choose a vertex v in A, flA'. Let w (respectively

w') be a subpath of u (u') from x (x1) to a vertex of A¿ (A'-). Let e (e') be an edge

path in A¿ (A') from the end point of w (w') to v. Then w'e'e~1w~1 is an edge

path from x' to x whose intersection with A is {x',x}. Lemma 1 now contradicts

our hypothesis on x and x'.    D

LEMMA 4. If r is an edge path to oo in X, A is a copy of Y or Z in X, and

r meets A in an infinite set of vertices V, then r is properly homotopic to an edge

path to oo with image in A, which also passes through each vertex in V.

PROOF. Represent r as (ß,ai,v,i,a2,u2,...) at *, where a, is either a trivial

path or a maximal subpath of r contained in A and u% is a subpath of r such that

Ui n A = {x¡,yi}, where Xi is the initial point of Ui and y i is the end point of Ui.

Let Hi be the homotopy rel.{0,1} of u, to di described in Lemma 2, where dt is an

edge path in the letters cf1,..., cf1. Let a be the order of C. By Lemma 3, if Xi ̂
Sta(xj), then the image of Hi misses the image of Hj. Hence by combining the ü¿

we have a proper homotopy of r to (ß, »i,di, a2,d2,... ), and (ß,oti,di,a2,d2,...)

is properly homotopic to (e*i, di, a2, d2,... ).    D

To finish Theorem 1 we show

LEMMA 5. If r and s are edge paths to oo in X which converge to the same end

of X, then r and s are properly homotopic.

PROOF. We consider two cases.

Case 1. Assume r meets A, a copy of Y or Z, in the infinite set of vertices

{t>i, v2,...}. By Lemma 4, r is properly homotopic to t, an edge path to oo with im-

age in A such that t passes through each vt. Since r and s converge to the same end, s

is properly homotopic to an edge path to oo of the form (6i,ai,a71,62,a2,a2 1,... )

where each ¿i and al is an edge path of X, s = (f>i,b~v, ■ ■ ■ ), and the union of the

end ponts of all Oj contains an an infinite subset W, of {vi, v2,...}. By Lemma 4,

s is properly homotopic to u, an edge path to oo in A that passes through each

vertex of W. Now u and t converge to the same end in A since they both pass

through each vertex of W, and are thus properly homotopic in A. Hence r and s

are properly homotopic in X.

Cases 2. Assume neither r nor s is properly homotopic to an edge path to oo that

meets a copy of Y or Z in an infinite number of vertices. Since r and s converge

to the same end in X we may assume that r = (cti,a2,...) and s = (ßi, ß2,... ),
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where the initial point of a¿ equals the initial point of ßi, for all I. The edge loop

ctiß~x is homotopically trivial by a homotopy Hi, whose image Fi lies in the union

of all copies of Y and Z that meet the loop ctißT1. Since neither r nor s meets a

copy of Y or Z in an infinite number of vertices, a given compact set can meet only

finitely many F{. Thus by patching together the homotopies Hi we have a proper

homotopy of r to s.    D

Theorem 2 is the analogue of Theorem 1, with amalgamated free product re-

placed by HNN extension. The proof of Theorem 2 is in direct analogy with that of

Theorem 1. We provide a proof of Lemma 6, which is our analogue for Lemma 1.

The remaining details can be filled paralleling Lemmas 2-5.

THEOREM 2. If Ci and C2 are finite subgroups of the finitely presented group

A, m: Ci —* C2 is an isomorphism, and A is semistable at oo, then the HNN

extension G of A with respect to m is semistable at oo.

PROOF. Let (ai,... ,an,di,... ,dp,ei,... ,ep,t: ri,... ,ri,t~1dit = eA be a pre-

sentation for G, where (ai,... ,an,di,... ,dp,ei,... ,ep: ri,...,r¡) is a presenta-

tion for A, di,...,dp and ei,...,ep are generators for Ci and C2 respectively,

ai E A — (Ci U C2) and m(ci¿) = et. Let X be the standard 2-complex obtained

from the above presentation of G, and Y the standard 2-complex obtained from

the above presentation of A.

LEMMA 6. Assume u = (ui,... ,Uk) is an edge path in X with initial point x

and end point y. If A is a copy of Y in X and uf)A = {x,y}, then there is an edge

path from x to y in the letters df1,... , d*1 or e*1,... , e*1.

PROOF, ui and Uk are in the set {i, i-1}. Rewrite u as (ßi, ai,..., ßq-i, aq-i,

ßq) where ßi = tk^ and a^ is an edge path in the letters {af1,... ,a*1,(i*1,...,

df1,ef1,... ,e*1}. Call z a piercing point of u if z is not in {x,y} and z is a vertex

of an edge of u which is labeled i*1. There is an edge path from x to y in the letters

{of1,..., a-*1,^*1,..., d*1^*1,... , e*1}. By the pregroup structure of an HNN

extension (see [S]), one of the Qi represents an element of Ci or C2, and if ai eCi,

then it is preceded and followed by i-1 and t respectively; if ai E C2, then it is

preceded and followed by i and i_1 respectively. If a¿ E Ci, replace t~1ait by a

word in the letters {ef1,... ,epx}. If ai E C2, then replace íqí¿_1 by a word in the

letters {df1,..., d*1}. Call the resulting edge path u1. The piercing points of u1

are a subset of the piercing points of u. Hence (unless u = íc*ií_1 or u — t~xait),

we have u1 (1A — {x, y}. The edge path u1 contains two fewer copies of i*1 than u.

Define ul inductively. By induction on the number of times i*1 appears in u1, we

have, for some i, ul = tvt~x where v E C2 or u1 = t~xvt where v ECi. Hence there

is an edge path from x to y in the letters {df1,... ,dpx} or {e^1,... ,efx}.    D

REMARK 2. Let 6 be the order of the group Ci. In Lemma 6, «i being in

Ci means there is an edge path Tj, in the letters {df1,..., df1} such that aiT~x

is a loop. Furthermore t_1ait — t^1^ E C2. Hence there is an edge path ^ in

the letters {e*1,... ,e*x} such that í_1r¿í7~1 is a loop. Both tj and 7¿ connect

piercing points of u. Using 2-cells of X corresponding to the relations t~1dit — et of

G, we see the loop i^r^"1 is homotopically trivial in the ¿-fold star of a piercing

point of u. This, along with the subpath replacement process of Lemma 6, can be
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interpreted homologically for loops in X as follows: If m is a loop in X, then u is

homologous, in the ¿¡-fold star of the image of u, to di + d2 + • • • + dz, where each

dt is a loop in the edges {af1,... ,a±1,d*1,.. .,df1,..., d* 1,e*1,... .ef1}.

THEOREM 3. If all finitely presented 1-ended groups are semistable at oo, then

all finitely presented groups are semistable at oo.

PROOF. Apply induction to Dunwoody's Theorem along with Theorems 1 and 2,

and the fact that all finite groups and all 2-ended groups are semistable at oo.    D

4. The cohomology of oo-ended groups. An inverse sequence {Gi,hi} of

groups and homomorphisms is semistable (sometimes called Mittag-Leffler) if for

each integer n > 0, there is an integer M(n) such that the images of all groups Gk,

k > M(n), in Gn are equal. Let G be a finitely presented group, and X be a finite

CW complex with 7Ti(A') = G. Let {d} be an exhausting sequence of compact

sets in X, the universal cover of X. In [GM] we showed

PROPOSITION A. H2(G; ZG) is free abelian if and only if the inverse sequence

of groups {Hi(X — d)} is semistable.

In [Mi, Theorem 2.1] we showed

PROPOSITION B. G is semistable at oo if and only if for each end [r] E £(X)

(see §1), the inverse sequence of groups {^i(X — ct),r} is semistable.

{Hi(X — d)} semistable means that ¡or each compact set C E X there is a

compact set D(C) C X such that for any third compact set E and loop a in X — D,

a is homologous in X — C to a sum of loops, each with image in X — E.

THEOREM 4. If G = A *c B, where C is finite, and A and B are finitely

presented with H2(A;ZA) and H2(B; ZB) free abelian, then H2(G; ZG) is free

abelian.

PROOF. Let Pi be the presentation for G described in Theorem 1. Also, let

X, Y, and Z be as in Theorem 1. Let F be compact in X. Yet Ai,A2,... ,Ai be

the copies of Y and Z in X that intersect F.

Since H2(A, ZA) and H2(B; ZB) are free abelian, for each i 6 {1,... ,1} there

is a compact set Di C Ai such that if E is compact in X and ai is a loop in Ai — D2

then »i is homologous in Ai — F to a sum of loops in Ai — E. If a is the order of

the group C, we show D(F) is the a-fold star of the union of the sets D\,... ,D¡.

Yet E be compact in X and ß a loop in X — D. By Remark 1, ß is homologous in

X — Ui=i F>i to a sum of loops di + ■ ■ ■ + dz, where each di is in a copy of Y or Z.

If di lies in Aj — D3 then d, is homologous in A3 — F to a sum of loops in Ay — E. If

di lies in a copy A of Y or Z not in the set {Ai,..., A;}, then A misses F and di is

homotopically trivial in A. Thus ß is homologous in X — F to a sum of loops each

with image in X — E.    □

Similarly, Theorem 5 below follows from Remark 2.

THEOREM 5. If Ci and C2 are finite subgroups of the finitely presented group

A, m: Ci —> C2 is an isomorphism, and H2(A, ZA) is free abelian, then the HNN

extension G of A with respect to m is such that H2(G; ZG) is free abelian.    D
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THEOREM 6. If all 1-ended finitely presented groups K have free abelian

H2(K; ZK), then all finitely presented groups G have free abelian H2(G; ZG).

PROOF. Apply induction to Dunwoody's Theorem, along with Theorems 4

and 5, and the fact that all finite groups and all 2-ended groups K have free abelian

H2(K;ZK).    □
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